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A Combination Fingerprint Classi�erAndrew SeniorIBM T.J.Watson Researh Center,P.O. Box 704, Yorktown Heights,NY 10598-0218, USA.E-mail: aws�watson.ibm.omAbstratFingerprint lassi�ation is an important indexingmethod for any large sale �ngerprint reognition sys-tem or database, as a method for reduing the num-ber of �ngerprints that need to be searhed whenlooking for a mathing print. Fingerprints are gen-erally lassi�ed into broad ategories based on globalharateristis. This paper desribes novel methodsof lassi�ation using hidden Markovmodels (HMMs)and deision trees to reognize the ridge struture ofthe print, without needing to detet singular points.The methods are ompared and ombined with astandard �ngerprint lassi�ation algorithm and re-sults for the ombination are presented using a stan-dard database of �ngerprint images. The paper alsodesribes a method for ahieving any level of aurayrequired of the system, by sari�ing the eÆieny ofthe lassi�er. The auray of the ombination las-si�er is shown to be higher than that of two state-of-the-art systems tested under the same onditions.KeywordsHenry �ngerprint lassi�ation, hidden Markov mod-els, deision trees, neural networks, NIST database.1 IntrodutionThe lassi�ation of �ngerprints has long been an im-portant part of any �ngerprinting system. A parti-tion of �ngerprints into groups of broadly similar pat-terns allows �ling and retrieval of large databases of�ngerprints for quik referene. Currently interest in�ngerprint lassi�ation is stimulated by its use inautomati �ngerprint identi�ation systems (AFIS).In an AFIS, the goal is to �nd a math for a probe�ngerprint in the database of enrolled prints, possi-bly numbering many millions. Classi�ation is usedin an AFIS to redue the size of the searh spae to

�ngerprints of the same lass before attempting exatmathing.
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Arh Tented arh0.037 0.029Figure 1: Examples of �ve �ngerprint ategories,marked with ore and delta points, with their fre-quenies of ourrene.The most widely-used system of �ngerprint las-si�ation is the Henry system and its variants [1℄.Examples from �ve of the main lasses of the Henrysystem are shown in �gure 1.Many previous authors have developed automatedsystems to lassify �ngerprints, using a wide varietyof tehniques. Cappelli et al. [2℄ provide a reentreview of a number of methods that have been used,and setion 8 in this paper presents results from otherauthors.Most automati systems use the Henry lasses, andthese are important for existing AFIS databases andsystems whih require ompatibility with human las-si�ations, either beause of legay data or beausesome manual intervention is neessary in the proess,



requiring the use of human-interpretable lasses. Avariety of approahes to lassi�ation has been tried,the most fundamental being a syntati analysis ofthe relative positions and number of ore and deltapoints in the print. The ore and delta points, shownin �gure 1, are the singular points in the ow of theridges. Finding these points in the image is a diÆultimage proessing task, partiularly with poor qualityimages, but if found reliably, the lassi�ation is sim-ple [3, 4℄. Maio and Maltoni [5℄ use a strutural anal-ysis of the diretion of ridges in the print, withoutneeding to �nd ore and delta points. Blue et al. andCandela et al. [6, 7℄ use the ore loation to entretheir representation sheme whih is based on a prin-ipal omponents analysis (PCA) of ridge diretions,and they then use a variety of lassi�ers. Halii andOngun [8℄ similarly use PCA-projeted, ore-entredridge diretions, but lassi�ed with a self-organizingmap; and Jain et al. [9℄ also use the ore for trans-lation invariane, using a Gabor �lter representationand a k-Nearest Neighbour lassi�er.For situations where there is no need to use exist-ing lasses, some researhers have developed systemswhih rely on mahine-generated lasses, or dispensewith lasses all together, and use `ontinuous' lassi-�ation [2, 10, 8, 11℄. Here the riterion is not ad-herene to the Henry lasses, but merely onsistenyamong lassi�ations of di�erent prints from the same�nger. Fingerprints are represented by points in afeature spae on whih some distane measure is de-�ned. Test �ngerprints are mathed against all thosein the database falling within some radius of the testprint. By inreasing the radius, lassi�ation an bemade arbitrarily aurate, reduing errors by inreas-ing the size of the searh spae and hene searh time.Continuous lassi�ation holds the prospet of ir-umventing the diÆult and restritive Henry lassi-�ation problem, and has produed the best results ofreent years, but has disadvantages, besides the unin-terpretability mentioned above. Using Henry lasses,the portions of the database that must be searhedare always the same, allowing for rigid segmentationof the database and a priori design of the searhstrategy. A ontinuous system presents an entirelydi�erent subset of the database for every mathingoperation, ompliating and slowing the mathing.This paper desribes a ombination of novel ap-proahes to �ngerprint lassi�ation using the Henrysystem. The system desribed has been designed tooperate on both rolled and `dab' �ngerprints, wheresome of the strutural information used by other sys-tems (suh as the delta position) may not be avail-able in the �ngerprint image. The system desribedhas been tested on the NIST Speial database 4 [12℄

database of �ngerprint images and results are pre-sented. Further, a method of measuring the eÆienyof a lassi�ation algorithm is desribed, allowing aprinipled omparison of this algorithm with previ-ous published works. Finally a method for ahievingarbitrary auray is desribed, allowing the Henrylassi�er to be used with the exibility of ontinuouslassi�ers. This method trades o� auray againstlassi�er eÆieny allowing an imperfet lassi�er tobe used in a real-world system, while retaining all theadvantages of a traditional Henry system.The approah taken here is of a ombination oflassi�ers eah using di�erent features and with dif-ferent errors on test data. Two novel lassi�ersare desribed, using two-dimensional hidden Markovmodels (HMMs) and deision trees. In additionto showing that these lassi�ers perform well onthe lassi�ation problem, and without the need forore/delta information, this paper shows that theombination of lassi�ers provides a way forward forthe improvement of �ngerprint lassi�ation, in thesame way as reent improvements in isolated hand-written harater reognition performane have beenlargely brought about not by better lassi�ers butby ombinations of di�erent lassi�ers. The lassi-�ers are tested in isolation and in ombination withthe Probabilisti Neural Network lassi�er and pseu-doridge traer from the PCASYS system desribedby Candela et al. [7℄. The experiments are all per-formed on disrete, Henry lassi�ation, but the sys-tem ould be extended to ontinuous lassi�ation orlassi�ation with unsupervised lustering, using suhtehniques as unsupervised K-means HMM luster-ing [13℄.The following setions desribe the HMM lassi-�er (previously desribed in [14℄), the deision treelassi�er, and PCASYS lassi�ers. In setion 5, las-si�ation based upon the outputs of these lassi�ersis then desribed as well as ombining the lassi�ersto improve auray. Setion 6 desribes a measureof eÆieny of the lassi�er, and shows how arbitraryeÆieny an be ahieved. Setion 7 presents resultsfor the lassi�ers and their ombinations, and resultsare ompared with previously published results in se-tion 8.2 Classi�ation by hiddenMarkov modelHidden Markov models are a form of stohasti �-nite state automaton well suited to pattern reogni-tion and suessfully applied to speeh reognition[15, 16℄ and other problems. They are appropriate



to the problem posed here beause of their abilityto lassify patterns based on a large quantity of fea-tures, whose number is variable and whih have er-tain types of underlying struture, espeially if thatstruture results in stationarity of the feature distri-butions over some spatial or temporal period. Suhstruture is found in �ngerprints, where ridge ori-entations, spaings and urvatures are, for the mostpart, only slowly varying aross the print. In a �nger-print the basi lass information an be inferred fromsyntati analysis of singular points, but an also beseen in the general pattern of the ridges | the way anon-expert human would lassify prints. The HMMis able to statistially model the di�erent struturesof the ridge patterns by aumulations of evideneaross the whole print, without relying on singularpoint extration.2.1 Ridge extrationThe system deals with �ngerprint images stored asarrays of grey levels and obtained with a sanneror amera devie | either from an inked �ngerprinton paper, or as a `live-san' diretly from the �nger.For muh of the work in this paper, the NIST-4 [12℄database of rolled �ngerprint images has been used,sine this provides a large number (4000) of �nger-prints with assoiated lass labels. In addition partof the NIST-9 database has been used.The features provided to the reognizer are basedon the harateristis of the intersetions of ridgeswith a set of �duial lines that are lain aross the �n-gerprint image. To �nd the ridge loations, a numberof image proessing tehniques are used [17℄, summa-rized as follows:1. initial segmentation; The PCASYS algorithm forextrating a entral �ngerprint region from a fullrolled print is used on prints from the NIST-9database. NIST-4 is already segmented at thislevel.2. smoothing;3. �nding the predominant diretion in eah of anarray of bloks overing the image;4. segmenting the image into the area of the print(foreground) and the unwanted bakground,based on the strength of diretionality found ineah blok;5. applying diretional �lters to highlight the ridgesand detet pixels that are parts of ridges;6. thinning the ridge image so that eah ridge isleft represented by an eight-onneted, one-pixel-wide line termed the skeleton.

2.2 Feature extrationGiven the skeleton image of the ridges, parallel �du-ial lines are lain aross the image at an angle �, asshown in �gure 2, and eah one followed in turn. For

Figure 2: A sample �ngerprint showing horizontal�duial lines. ( = 0)eah intersetion of a �duial line with a ridge, a fea-ture is generated. Eah feature onsists of a numberof measurements, hosen to haraterise the ridge be-haviour and its development at the intersetion point:1. the distane sine the last intersetion;2. the angle of intersetion;3. the hange in angle sine the last intersetion;4. the urvature of the ridge at the intersetion.The angle features (2) an be seen to ontain simi-lar information to the oarse diretion �eld alulatedin the preproessing stages of this system and usedby other systems as the feature set for lassi�ation[7℄. However, this representation allows a higher res-olution representation of the �ngerprints, and allowsmore information to be represented (e.g. ridge spa-ing and urvature). Further measurements ould alsobe taken at eah point.The measurements of eah feature are termed aframe and the frames, Rik for the ith �duial lineare olletively termed a row, Ri, whose ordering ispreserved. For eah orientation � of �duial lines, aseparate representation R� = fRi;8ig of the print isobtained. In this researh, only horizontal and ver-tial lines have been used, giving features Rh andRv respetively, but other angles may allow furtherinformation to be aptured.2.3 Hidden Markov modelsTypially HMMs are one-dimensional strutures suit-able for analyzing temporal data. Here, the data are



two dimensional, but the proess of feature extra-tion an also be desribed as a one dimensional arrayof one-dimensional row proesses. Thus we an applya `two dimensional hidden Markov model', similar tothat of Agazzi et al. [18℄ whih onsists of a nestingof row models within whole-print models as shown in�gure 3.
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Row 1Row 2Row 3Figure 3: A shemati of the two-dimensional stru-ture of the HMM, showing three row models of �vestates eah, forming a global model for a single lass.For lassi�ation, a model M is onstruted foreah lass, , and the maximum likelihood lass ishosen after alulating the probability of the dataR given the model: argmaxP (RjM).2.3.1 Row modellingTo simplify the analysis of the model, �rst onsidera row model modelling a single row of �ngerprintdata. Eah row model Mi is a onventional HMMand onsists of a number of states, whih modelthe small, stationary regions in a row. Any rowRi, is assumed to have been generated by the rowautomaton transiting from state to state, produ-ing the frames in the observed order at eah tran-sition, with Sijk being the kth state in the sequenewhereby Mi produes Ri (k orresponds to time in atemporal HMM). The state transitions are ontrolledby probabilities P (Sijk jSijk�1 ) trained with ertainonstraints: the state must monotonially inreaseSijk � Sijk0 for k > k0 and it is possible to skip statesat the edge of the print. Beause of the nature ofthe printing proess whereby, espeially for dabs, itis to be expeted that edge regions of the �ngerprintwill be missing but the entral regions will always bepresent, only states at the edge of the print may be

skipped. This e�etively onstrains the initial statedistribution P (Sij0 ).The frame emission probabilities are modelled withmixtures of diagonal ovariane, multivariate Gaus-sian distributions. Thus for any frame Rik , it is pos-sible to alulate the likelihood P (Rik jSijk ) of it o-urring in any state Sijk . With these likelihoods, forany row model, the likelihood of any row an be ap-proximated by the maximum likelihood of any statesequene aligning the features and states alulatedas a produt of frame likelihoods and transition prob-abilities for the state sequene:P (RijMj) � maxSij P (Ri0 jSij0)P (Sij0 ) (1)Yk P (Rik jSijk )P (Sijk jSijk�1)The models are initialized by using an equal-lengthalignment with the frames evenly distributed arossthe states of the model. After estimating the initialparameter values, using smooth equal-length align-ment [19℄, Viterbi alignment is used to �nd the max-imum likelihood alignment of frames with states,whih is used for retraining. Around two iterations oftraining are neessary to ahieve good lassi�ationperformane.2.3.2 Global modelThe global model is the same as a row model, exeptthat its states are row models, and its frames arewhole rows. Thus for eah model :P (RjM) � maxS0 P (R0jMS00)P (MS00) (2)Yk P (RkjMS0k)P (S0kjS0k�1);where S0 is an alignment speifying whih row modelMS0k models the row of data Rk.2.4 Multiple HMM lassi�ersFor eah orientation of �duial lines, a separate lassi-�er an be made. Sine the errors of the di�erent las-si�ers will be di�erent, a ombination of their soresmay yield a better auray. Denoting by Mh , Mvthe lass  models trained with vertial and horizon-tal features respetively, and assuming independene,the likelihood of the data is written as:P (Rh;Rv jC)� P (RhjMh )P (Rv jMv): (3)Fusion of multiple lassi�ers is treated in more detailin setion 5.3.



3 Deision tree lassi�ersTo provide a supplementary lassi�ation, hopefullygiving unorrellated errors, another type of featureshas been extrated and lassi�ed with a deision treeapproah. Suh deision trees are built using teh-niques based upon those of Amit et al. [20℄. Theseauthors takled a number of problems inluding thatof digit reognition | lassifying images of the digits`0' to `9'.The tehnique used by Amit et al. for onstrut-ing deision trees involves the generation of a largenumber of simple features. Eah feature in isolationprovides little information about the lassi�ation de-ision, for example, the existene of an edge at a par-tiular loation in an image may give little lue as tothe digit's identity. However, ombinations of suhfeatures an represent muh important informationneeded to make an aurate lassi�ation deision.Amit et al. desribe a proedure for making deisiontrees by growing questions based upon suh ombi-nations of simple features.The proedure has been adopted here for �nger-print lassi�ation, and involves an initial feature ex-tration phase, followed by question building whihreates informative questions assisting in lassi�a-tion. These omplex questions are ombined in a hier-arhial manner to form deision trees whih are usedfor lassi�ation. Beause the trees are onstrutedstohastially, trees onstruted for the same problemhave di�erent performanes and as is ommon withdeision tree lassi�ers, multiple trees are ombinedto give the �nal lassi�ation.3.1 Feature extrationThis seond lassi�er was designed to give a seondopinion on the lassi�ation of a �ngerprint image.For this purpose, the errors in lassi�ation should beas unorrelated as possible with those made by theHMM, thus a di�erent set of features was generatedfor this lassi�ation method. Again the motivationis to onsider distributed information from aross the�ngerprint without extration of singular points. Be-ause the lass information is impliit in the shapes ofridges, features that are easily and reliably extrated,and whih enode the ridge shape in a simple, onisemanner were hosen.The initial preproessing used is idential to thatof the HMM lassi�er, up to the extration of ridges(setion 2.1), but instead of taking features at in-tersetions with �duial lines, features are generatedat salient points on the ridges. The features onsistof urvature maxima and four axis-parallel turning
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Figure 4: A single ridge showing the extrated fea-tures for the deision tree: urvature maximum andleft, right, bottom and top turning points.points (dxds = 0 or dyds = 0 for a ridge represented asthe parametri urve (x(s); y(s)), and distinguishedby the sign of the seond derivative). Some exam-ple features are shown in �gure 4. For eah featurethe feature type and loation (in pixels at 500dpi) isreorded. These features are all based on loal om-putations on the ridges, and again avoid the extra-tion of global features suh as ore and delta points.Again they are invariant to translation and to smallamounts of rotation. These features are also appro-priate for the lassi�ation of dabs, sine the majorityof features in a rolled print also our in the regiontypially imaged in a dab.3.2 Deision treesA binary deision tree is onstruted as a hierarhyof binary questions [21℄. Questions are logial state-ments about the features that may be present in the�ngerprint, and about the relations between thosefeatures; for a given �ngerprint a question is eithertrue or false. At the `top' level, eah test sample isasked the �rst question. Aording to the test sampledata, the question returns either true or false, and thebranh to the seond-level is determined. On whihever branh is hosen, a seond level question is asked,and a further bifuration is indued. In this way, eahtest sample desends the tree, by a route dependenton its features, and arrives at a leaf node. Leaf nodesare labelled aording to the lasses of the test datathat arrived there. In a simple lassi�ation prob-lem, leaf nodes will be pure | i.e. reeive only train-ing samples from a single lass, and the unambiguous



lassi�ation of any test sample arriving there wouldbe the lass of the training data at that node. Formore omplex problems, the leaf nodes ontain mixeddata, and the test data is labelled with a probabilitydistribution aross the lasses.Figure 5 shows a small deision tree with two levels.Eah of the three nodes of the tree ontains a questionof the form spei�ed in setion 3.3. At eah node,and at the leaves, a lass histogram with four lassesis shown, indiating the redution in entropy as thetree is traversed. The root node has all lasses equallylikely, with no disrimination, and the other nodeshave suessively stronger disrimination between thelasses.3.3 QuestionsA question onsists of a list of required features anda set of relations between them, in the same manneras those of Amit et al. Eah feature is spei�ed asone of the �ve features desribed above (four turningpoints and urvature maximum). Relations are all ofthe form `x is diretion of y' where diretion is oneof North, South, East, West. Optionally a questionan also impose a distane limit | that the featuremust be within a ertain distane. Experimentationled us to use two distane bands: features within 0.1"and features within 0.2". An example question mayspeify that there is a maximum of urvature East of alower turning point whih is itself East of, and within0.2" of, a maximum of urvature. Other questionsare shown in the nodes of �gure 5. Questions areonstruted in suh a way that every feature is relatedto at least one feature in the feature list, and so thatevery pair of features an have at most one relation.Given a new print, the print an be tested by asearh that determines if the question an be ful�lledby the features of the print.3.4 Question onstrutionDuring tree onstrution questions are onstrutedrandomly as follows:1. Selet any feature lass as the �rst feature2. Test the data separation. If more than 2=3 oftraining data at this node reply yes, re�ne thequestion and repeat this step. If less than 1=3reply yes, disard this question and onstrut anew question. Otherwise, evaluate the question.Re�ning the question onsists of adding extra re-stritions, whih inevitably make a `yes' answer lesslikely. The proportion of samples answering `yes' an

be redued in one of two ways. Firstly, a feature anbe added. In this ase, a random feature type is ho-sen and added to the list. A random relation is hosento relate it to a randomly hosen feature already inthe list. Seondly, if there are two or more features inthe question, and some pair has no relation betweenthem, then an additional relation an be added to thequestion between any pair of features that are as yetunrelated.When adding a relation is not possible, a feature isadded. Otherwise, a random hoie is made, biasedtowards adding a relation, sine this keeps the num-ber of features lower, limiting the dimensionality ofthe searh spae for answering questions, and makingtesting faster.Having arrived at a question whih hannels ap-proximately half the data to eah of the `yes' and `no'sides, the question is evaluated. The measure of thee�etiveness of a question is the hange of entropy inthe distributions before and after applying the ques-tion. Classes at the root node have high entropy,but the leaf nodes should have very low entropy (be`purer'). The relative entropy of the output distribu-tions for a node is omputed for many randomly on-struted, andidate questions and the question withthe highest entropy hange is hosen.A tree is reursively onstruted until the leavesare pure or until a maximum depth (typially 7) isreahed. Figure 6 shows the e�et of varying thedepth of the trees and the number of trees used. Mul-tiple trees are merged by multiplying the leaf nodedistributions lass-by-lass as in setion 2.4.4 PCASYSCandela et al. [7℄ have desribed a �ngerprint las-si�er alled PCASYS whih is based upon a prob-abilisti neural network (PNN) lassifying featuresonsisting of prinipal-omponent projeted orienta-tion vetors. The orientations of the ridges taken ina 28� 30 grid of points around the ore are reduedin dimensionality with prinipal omponents analy-sis. The resulting 64-dimensional vetors are lassi-�ed with the PNN. They have published results andmade their software available, making possible a real-isti omparison with this system. Lumini et al. [10℄have used this software and extended it to provideontinuous lassi�ation. To provide an alternativelassi�ation method and an enhaned ombinationlassi�er, PCASYS has been tested on the same test-ing data as lassi�ed by the HMM and deision treelassi�ers. Results are presented for PCASYS aloneand in ombination with the other lassi�ers.
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PSfrag replaements Errorrate% Number of treesFigure 6: Raw error rates (no priors, unweighted)plotted against number of trees for the deision treelassi�er tested on the NIST-4 test set, using aver-ages of di�erent numbers of trees, for trees built todi�erent depths. Error bars in the error rate estimateare shown for the depth 6 ase.PCASYS inorporates a pseudoridge traer whihdetets upward urving ridges and is able to orretlyidentify some whorl prints, but provides no informa-tion to distinguish among the other lasses. This ef-fetively penalizes the other lasses when returning a`yes' answer. PCASYS also exploits prior informationto improve its auray (see setion 5.1).

5 Postproessing & lassi�erombinationGiven the raw lassi�ers presented above, a numberof steps must be taken to apply the lassi�ers to a testset. The following setions desribe using lass priorsto enhane lassi�er auray, weighting the resultsto predit behaviour on true test sets and methodsfor the ombination of multiple lassi�ers.5.1 Class priorsBeause the lasses that are used are not equal in fre-queny of ourrene, alulating the posterior prob-ability of a lass given the data requires the produtof the data likelihood given the lass  and the priorprobability of the lass:P (jR) / P (RjM)P (): (4)The lass priors have been estimated by Wilson et al.[22℄ on 222 million �ngerprints. (The proportions are0.037, 0.338, 0.317, 0.029, 0.279 for arh, left loop,right loop, tented arh and whorl respetively).5.2 Class weightingSine the NIST-4 database (and orrespondingly thetest set used here) has equal numbers of prints fromeah lass, to obtain a good estimate of the true test-ondition auray, the results must be weighted a-ording to the true frequenies of ourrene, usingthe same proedure as Wilson et al. [22℄. Otherwise,



a lassi�er good at reognizing arhes, whih are rare,would appear better on this test set than in the realworld, or on a representative test set where this abil-ity is rarely alled upon.5.3 Classi�er ombinationFour lassi�ers (ounting the PCASYS pseudoridgelassi�er) are available in this work. Eah by itself isapable of lassifying �ngerprints with a limited au-ray. However, eah lassi�er uses di�erent featuresand methods, so the errors produed by eah lassi�ershould be somewhat unorrelated. In this situation,ombining the results of the lassi�ers should produean improved lassi�er with lower error rate. Manyother authors have takled the problems of deisionfusion, and here we take two simple approahes.5.3.1 Linear likelihood fusionThe �rst method of ombination is a probabilistiapproah sine the output of eah lassi�er is a prob-ability distribution P (jRi) aross the lasses .Stritly speaking, if eah lassi�er gave a true prob-ability out, and with N independent lassi�ers oper-ating on features Ri, the posterior probability wouldbe: P (jR1; : : : ;RN )/ P ()Yi P (Rij): (5)However, in pratie, the probabilities are orrelatedand have varying reliabilities. The HMM probabili-ties are the produt of many orrelated probabilities,and the PNN already inorporates prior information.To orret for these e�ets, weights wi are introduedto balane the lassi�er ombination. Working in thelog domain, with normalization onstant k:logP (jR1; : : : ;RN ) = k + logP () +Xi wiP (Rij)(6)For simple lassi�ation, the lassargmax logP (jR1; : : : ;RN ) is hosen as theorret answer. Finding the weights wi, however, isa diÆult problem. Estimation of weights by linesearhes on the training set fails to generalize well tothe test set, so the following trained approah wasused, whih is found to ahieve auraies lose tothose obtained when optimizing linear weights byline searh on the test set.5.3.2 Neural network fusionThe seond fusion approah is to use a bakpropaga-tion neural network. Here the lass probabilities for

all the lassi�ers are ombined in a neural network,trained to output the true lass on the training set.Additionally four estimates of the �ngerprint quality[23℄ are supplied to the network, though their e�etis not signi�ant. Training uses a momentum-basedweight update sheme and Softmax outputs [24℄, giv-ing an output lass probability distribution. Train-ing samples are weighted to simulate a uniform prior,and the output probabilities are multiplied by thelass prior 5.1 when testing. Separate networks aretrained to ombine the HMM and deision tree, or toombine all four lassi�ers. To generate enough train-ing data for the neural network, the �rst half of theNIST-4 database was supplemented with 5400 printsfrom the NIST-9 database (Volume 2, CDs 1,2,3).6 Classi�er eÆienySine the purpose of a �ngerprint lassi�er is to par-tition large �ngerprint databases, in addition to thelassi�ation auray | the proportion of lassi�a-tions that give the orret lass | the lassi�ationeÆieny must also be onsidered. Sine many au-thors use di�erent lasses, a onsistent measure ofeÆieny, as desribed here is essential for the om-parison of results. An eÆieny measure also permitsthe evaluation of rejetion and baking-o� strategiesdesribed in setion 6.2.The lassi�ation eÆieny an be onsidered asa measure of redution of searh spae. In pratie,the proportion of the database to be searhed willvary with eah query, so over a test set, the averageeÆieny an be alulated as:Number of mathes required with no lassi�erNumber of mathes required when lassi�er is used ; (7)where an exhaustive 1:many math against adatabase of N prints is ounted as N mathes. Ifa perfet lassi�er is used to lassify M prints priorto mathing against a database of N prints, any ofthe MP test prints in lass  (whih ours withprobability P) need only be tested against the NPdatabase prints of lass . Thus the total number ofmathes required is now PNMP 2 instead of NM .The eÆieny of a perfet lassi�er using these lassesis thus 1P P 2 . Using the �ve NIST-4 lasses and thefrequenies of setion 5.1, this gives an eÆieny of3.39. Merging arh and tented arh lasses only re-dues the eÆieny to 3.37, sine this distintion sorarely needs to be made. As an be seen, the im-balane of the lass priors makes the eÆieny signif-iantly lower than would be obtained with �ve equallyfrequent lasses (an eÆieny of 5). In pratie the



eÆieny of a fallible lassi�er will deviate from thisvalue | for instane a lassi�er whih onsistentlymistakes all prints for arhes will have an eÆienyof 15 (1/0.066).6.1 Alternate lassesNIST-4 provides alternate lass labels for 17.5% ofthe prints [12, p.8℄, but these are ignored in thiswork, a lassi�ation being deemed orret only ifit mathes the primary lass label. Allowing matheswith the alternate label too would inrease the reog-nition rates but would lower the eÆieny of the las-si�er, sine suh prints when enrolled would have tobe stored twie (under both lasses) in our databaseresulting in extra searhes every time the seondarylass was searhed.6.2 Baking o�Previous lassi�ation works have quoted error ratesthat would be unaeptable in real-world systems. Itis lear that auray an be traded o� for eÆieny| searhing more than just the top one lass willgive higher auray but lower eÆieny [25℄. If a re-liable measure of on�dene in the lassi�er's answeris available, it is possible to devise methods to adjustthe reliane on the lassi�er answer, when that las-si�ation is unertain, and thus reduing the numberof errors made. Some lassi�ers [7℄ have used a reje-tion mehanism, whih improves the auray at theost of not pruning the searh with those prints thatare rejeted. This setion proposes a more omplexsheme to allow graeful and eÆient `baking-o� ' oflassi�er reliane based on a likelihood ratio on�-dene measure.It is lear that if the likelihoods for the top twolasses are very di�erent, then the lassi�er an beonsidered to be more `on�dent' in its answer thanif the two likelihoods are similar (when it would onlytake a small perturbation to hange the ranks of theanswers). Thus, the likelihood ratio of the top twoanswers is examined. If this is less than an empir-ially determined threshold, then the top hoie isdeemed to be not on�dent and the top two lassesare jointly returned as the answer (inreasing the pro-portion of the database subsequently searhed by the1:many mather). Similarly, the likelihood ratio ofthe seond and third hoies is ompared to a thresh-old to allow baking o� to three lasses. Repeatingthe proedure, if all the likelihoods are similar, thelassi�er will return a \don't know" answer, and alllasses must be searhed. More traditional rejetionstrategies (e.g. [22℄) use a riterion to bak o� di-

retly from the `top-hoie only' to the `don't know'answer without allowing as rih a lassi�ation.The eÆieny of the lassi�er when allowingbaking-o� is now: MNPMm=1 �mN (8)where �m; 1 � �m � 0 is the proportion of thedatabase searhed for query print m.Adjusting the likelihood ratio threshold allows ar-bitrary auray to be obtained. A large thresholdwould give a null lassi�er with 100% auray but aneÆieny of one. A threshold of zero would give thebasi top-one auray and maximum eÆieny (3.37for the 4 lass problem). Adjusting the threshold al-lows us to set the overall lassi�er auray to thatdeemed neessary for the whole system. However, itshould be noted that this arbitrary lassi�ation a-uray is ahieved within the ontext of a Henry las-si�ation system where the portions of the databaseto be searhed will always onform to the Henry las-si�ations, and thus allow the database partitioningand searh to be designed to operate on prior knowl-edge, not having to ope with dynamially hangingsubsets as in ontinuous lassi�ation.In fat the eÆieny loss (i.e. extra searh time)of searhing the next lass is dependent on the fre-queny of that lass, so a more advaned baking-o�algorithm should take this into aount to ahieve abetter trade-o� of auray for eÆieny.7 ResultsFollowing the pratie of Jain et al. [9℄, the systemhas been trained and tested on the NIST-4 databaseof �ngerprint images. The training set was om-posed of the �rst 2000 prints and the test set was theremaining 2000 prints from NIST-4 (1000 pairs, sono test prints had orresponding prints in the train-ing data). The primary lass labels given with thedatabases were used, but sine the eÆieny is hardlya�eted, the lassi�er was only trained to distinguishfour lasses, treating arh and tented arh as identi-al. Table 1 shows the error rates for various om-binations of lassi�ers. All results presented in thistable are weighted, as in setion 5.2, to simulate thenatural frequenies of ourrene of the �ngerprintlasses.Table 2 shows the onfusion matrix for the four-lassi�er neural network fusion with priors, but with-out the lass weighting, and shows the distributionof mislassi�ations and the error rate for eah of thefour lasses used.



Classi�er Error (%)HMM Horizontal (Rh) features 20.8HMM Vertial (Rv) features 13.8HMM Both with prior 12.8DT with prior 14.4HMM + DT + prior 9.0PCASYS (PNN only) 8.5PCASYS (PNN + Pseudoridge) 6.1HMM +DT +PCASYS (no prior) 6.8HMM +DT +PCASYS (prior) 5.1Table 1: Error rates, testing di�erent ombinations ofthe lassi�ers desribed in this paper. The HMM las-si�er used here has 8 rows of 8 states eah and uses ashared pool of 200 Gaussians with 4-dimensional fea-tures. The deision tree (DT) lassi�er is a mixtureof 30 trees, eah with seven levels. The three ombi-nation results use a neural network. The PCASYSPNN+Pseudoridge lassi�er result uses a heuristiombination [7℄ whih inorporates the priors.True Assigned Class ErrorClass A/T W L R RateA/T 637 5 66 112 22.3%W 0 384 4 14 4.5%L 10 2 370 4 4.2%R 8 2 2 380 3.1%Table 2: Confusion matrix for the NIST-4 test set(without reweighting). The table shows the assignedlasses for �ngerprints falling into eah of the truelasses, and a per-lass error rate.Figure 7 shows the trade-o� between error rate andeÆieny obtainable by varying the likelihood ratioused for baking o�.8 Previous resultsTable 3 shows the results ahieved by a number of�ngerprint lassi�ation systems that have previouslybeen published. These points are plotted in �gure 8along with the urve of possible operating points forthe ombination presented here and the ontinuoussystems of Lumini et al. [2, 10℄ and Halii and Ongun[8℄. For eah system the eÆieny of the lassi�er isshown with the orresponding error rate. In someases, authors have used rejetion strategies where aproportion � of prints are rejeted, making the iden-ti�ation system searh the whole database (with aneÆieny of 1). Assuming these rejeted prints are
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Authors & Year Classes EÆieny Error % Rejet Test setOhteru et al. 1974 [3℄ 3 1.95 14 102 good qualityRao & Balk 1980 [26℄ 6 3.9 8.3 60Kawagoe & Tojo 1984 [27℄ 7 2.6 8.5 94Wilson et al. 1993 [22℄ 5 3.39 4.6 10 weighted 2000 NIST-4Blue et al. 1994 [6℄ 5 3.39 7.2 weighted 2000 NIST-4Candela et al. 1995 [7℄ 5 3.39 7.8 2700 NIST-145 3.39 3.6 10 2700 NIST-14PNN only 5 3.39 9.5 2700 NIST-14Pal & Mitra 1996 [28℄ 5 3.6 18+ 45 (training set)Fitz & Green 1996 [29℄ 3 1.95 15 40Karu & Jain 1996 [4℄ 4 3.37 7.0 10% 4000 NIST-4 (priors)4 3.37 9.4 4000 NIST-4 (priors)4 3.37 6.1 10% 4000 NIST-44 3.37 8.6 10% 4000 NIST-9Halii & Ongun 1996 [8℄ ontinuous 3.33 4.0 250 NISTJain et al. 1999 [9℄ 4 3.37 5.2 1.8 % seond half of NIST 4Table 3: A omparison of published �ngerprint lassi�ation methods8.1 ComparisonBeause of the estimation of eÆieny in the aseof rejetion, and beause of the wide range of test-ing onditions previously used, the �gure and tablepresent results whih are not always diretly ompa-rable. In partiular, the error rate of the PCASYSsystem is 7.8% under the onditions desribed byCandela et al. [7℄. However, when their software isrun on this test set and soring in a manner onsistentwith the results presented here, with lass weighting,the error rate was 6.1% (11.4% without weighting),a �gure to whih the results of the ombined lassi-�er here should be ompared. Similarly Jain et al.quote an auray of 5.2% with 1.8% rejetion, butif the data from the onfusion matrix [9, table 3℄ aresored using the lass frequenies found in real data(Figure 1), the auray is 6.2%1. These two arethe only systems for whih truly omparable resultswere available. Table 4 shows the error rates for theuniform testing onditions and these are plotted in�gure 7.One limitation of some previous works is simplythat little an be inferred from the results presentedwhen the test sets are so small or where the test set isnot truly independent of the training set. For exam-ple [28℄ derive the test set from the training set using1A weighted average of the lass error rates 7.4%, 7.3%,5.0%, 1.4%, 6.0%, ounting Arh/Tented Arh onfusions asorret. For these results, however, where an alternate lasslabel is given (f. setion 6.1), either answer is onsidered tobe orret, giving a higher auray than would be obtainedunder the same onditions we have used.

System Error (%) EÆienyCombination lassi�er 5.1 3.37PCASYS 6.1 3.37Jain et al. 6.2 3.32Table 4: Comparative error rates and eÆienies forthree systems on the seond half of the NIST-4 datausing true lass frequeny weightings.arti�ial noise proesses. Although [22℄ and [6℄ usethe NIST-4 database, they test on seond imprintsof the same �ngers that were used for training, anunrealisti senario for whih lassi�ation by reog-nition of the �ngerprints would result in muh lowerreognition rates, and eÆienies of the order of manythousands. [29℄ average over �ve samples of a �nger-print before attempting lassi�ation.A �nal problem with previous work is that the a-uraies of the systems are simply not high enough.If one is to get the full �ltering e�et of the lassi�-ation, only the top lass must be hosen, and it hasbeen seen that the lassi�ation auraies for the toplass (no paper presents any other auray, suh astop 2 et.) is never high enough to be used in a realsystem. The higher auraies that are obtained areahieved by rejeting diÆult prints, so the �lteringahieved is even lower. Karu and Jain [4℄ quote theaeptable error rate for the FBI as being 1% at 20%rejetion rate. With four lasses, using equation 9,this is equivalent to a �ltering eÆieny of 2.816, aperformane ahieved by the ombination lassi�er



desribed here and by no previous system, as shownin �gure 7.9 ConlusionsThis paper has proposed two new, e�etive methodsfor �ngerprint lassi�ation whih do not require oreand delta information, and whih have been designedto work on both dabs and rolled prints. The om-bination of lassi�ers desribed here produes signi�-antly better results than any of the omponent las-si�ers. Existing Henry �ngerprint lassi�er auraiesfall short of what is required to make a signi�antontribution to an AFI system.This paper has proposed a method for omparingthe eÆienies of di�erent lassi�ation shemes anddesribes a system for ahieving an arbitrary degreeof auray from a lassi�ation system while evalu-ating the e�et of the trade o�. By this means, ur-rent �ngerprint lassi�ers an be rendered of use inan AFI system. The new lassi�ation ombinationan ahieve a �ltering eÆieny of 2.8, with an errorrate of only 1.0%, meeting the FBI requirements fora lassi�ation system, and is the �rst system knownto the authors to aheive this. Performane for thisHenry system is omparable to the performane ofontinuous lassi�ers and extensions are envisaged toadapt the methods here for non-Henry and ontinu-ous lassi�ationAknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank the reviewers fortheir suggestions, and Ruud Bolle, Sharath Pankantiand Nalini Ratha at IBM for assistane throughoutthis work.Referenes[1℄ Federal Bureau of Investigations, The Sieneof Fingerprints (Classi�ation and Uses), USDepartment of Justie, Superintendant of Do-uments, U.S. Government Printing oÆe, Wash-ington D.C. 20402, 12{84 edition, 1984.[2℄ Ra�aele Cappelli, Alessandra Lumini, DarioMaio, and Davide Maltoni, \Fingerprint lassi�-ation by diretional image partitioning", IEEETransations on Pattern Analysis and MahineIntelligene, vol. 21, no. 5, pp. 402{421, May1999.
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